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some points on our roadmap and launched some important working applications. Our development 
team are still improving those applications (add more features, improve processing speed and 
security, optimize user interface) and developing new applications to build ClickGem ecosystem. 
You can check our roadmap which updated at here: 
https://www.clickgem.com/roadmap.html
You can also test our applications by register an account then login to the system!
- ClickGem project also has its own cryptocurrency called ClickGem (CGM). Web wallet, full-node 
wallet for Linux and block explorer had been launched already. Full-node wallet for Windows and 
MacOS are estimated to be launched in June 2018! Because ClickGem project focuses solely on 
developing an ecosystem of applications which support for all cryptocurrencies, so the CGM 
cryptocurrency is simply forked from Litecoin open source. However, we think it is good enough to 
use as a cryptocurrency, no need any new additional features!
- ClickGem project is a service provider and we will generate profits mainly from collect fees from 
people who used our tools and applications. We released our owned cryptocurrency to raise fund 
from the community to have more budget for ClickGem project development. ClickGem 
cryptocurrency has all the same function with other currencies which supported by our system. 
But our users will always get 50% discount on every fee when utilizing ClickGem cryptocurrency 
(cheaper fee than other currencies). Especially, some future applications in ClickGem ecosystem 
will only support for ClickGem cryptocurrency. People can also trade ClickGem cryptocurrency in 
many other public exchange floors. When ClickGem ecosystem is fully developed and present at 
all of its target markets, it will have a lot of users around the world. Needs of CGM cryptocurrency 
will increase a lot (because it has a lot of incentives compared to other cryptocurrencies which 
supported in ClickGem ecosystem) while its maximum supply is only 30 million, so its price will 
increase rapidly!
- Until May 2018, ClickGem website has very good ranking, over 60,000 registered users and over 
22,000 followers on Telegram and still increasing day by day.
- ClickGem is a young project but developer team is professional and high qualified but, above all, 
is very motivated in achieving predetermined goals.

If ClickGem project succeeded:
- It will help all merchants/sellers have a better way to receive payment and have more buyers.
- It will help all buyers have a new payment method which is more flexible and better than all old 
methods, easier for online shopping.
- It will help all people who owning cryptocurrency can use their cryptocurrency to do more things 
than only trading it on exchange floors.
- It will help many exchange floors (include Forex and cryptocurrency exchanges) have more buy 
orders and improve liquidity.
- It will accelerate the implementation and application of global blockchain technology.

ClickGem project will be a global service like PayPal, Amazon, Alibaba or Aliexpress so it can access 
all markets in the world and its scalability is unlimited!

Our project has attended ICORace event (www.icorace.ch) in Switzerland on June 6th & 7th. Have 
total 149 ICO projects from different countries have registered for competition at ICORace, 15 ICO 
projects reached to the finals directly, our ClickGem project need to compete with other 133 ICO 
projects and we have reached to the semifinals (only 23 in 134 ICO projects can enter semifinals). 
ICORace is a good chance to compare our project with other recent ICO projects, showed that we 
are a good project, all evaluations have come from ICORace's judges and they are really 
professional people in Blockchain industry!
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ClickGem 
Proposal 
(CEO Letter)

Dear potential investors,

I'm Nguyen Nam Hai, C.E.O of ClickGem Project 
(ClickGem Inc – Belize), you can call me as Hai!

First of all, thanks for your interest in ClickGem 
Project, this is the honor of our development team!

Second, although you can find all information 
about ClickGem project on the internet, I still 
want to provide you a brief summary and 
explain which can help you to understand this 
project easily and fully:
- ClickGem project is creating a new payment 
system which is much better than all current  
payment systems, include PayPal and other 
similar payment systems!  We are focusing on 
developing a payment gate way (paygate) 
which can support to pay and receive payment 
with multiple different currencies (both 
cryptocurrencies and fiat money), it has a 
special feature for exchange currency 
instantly during transaction, through 
exchange floors (this is an important 
advantage because buyers can pay by any 
currency and they not need to match with 
currency which sellers want to receive, and 
always get the lowest exchange rates from the 
market) and very low fee. That is our core 
application! Then we will develop additional an 
ecosystem of applications and APIs to support 
that core application. We will also develop 
two-directions API for our paygate so it  can  

integrate with other forex/cryptocurrency 
exchanges to increase liquidity and have more 
chances to find the lowest exchange rate when 
exchange currency for buyers/sellers when 
they using our paygate. 
- Another advantage of ClickGem paygate: at 
this time, not many merchants/sellers are 
ready to accept payments for their business by 
cryptocurrencies because of many reasons 
(tax declaration, risks of the exchange rate, 
risks of the liquidity, risks with the law - not 
many governments allow cryptocurrency 
business) while in fact have a lot of people 
owned cryptocurrencies want to use it as 
currencies for shopping, for payment... 
ClickGem paygate will support for 
cross-exchange between Fiat currency and 
cryptocurrency and it will be a solution to 
connect people owning cryptocurrency with all 
merchants/sellers around the world.
- ClickGem is a project started from January 
2018 that aims to create all tools and 
applications which will support and 
encourage people to use more 
cryptocurrencies in different fields of the real 
life instead of only trading them like 
stocks/currencies/commodities on exchanges 
floors on the internet. Until now, we achieved 
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Other reasons make me strongly believe ClickGem project will be succeeded and it could become 
the big system like PayPal, Amazon, Alibaba, Aliexpress, etc… are: I believe that when we do 
anything, if we don't believe in ourselves and what we are doing, we will never succeed. And what 
is easy come will easy go, only goals which are difficult to be achieved will create the real value! My 
team members owned a same great skill is we never give up and we will always search for solutions 
to solve all difficulties! I also know that because of the unstable situation of politic and economy 
are happening many places around the world, so many people start finding better currencies for 
daily transactions or hold as an asset instead of Fiat currency (cash, money at banks), gold or some 
things like that, this is also the main reason to make cryptocurrency become a very hot trend at this 
time! I believe that is the normal evolution and development of human society (in our history has 
witnessed many similar phases and events)! I have enough knowledge about IT field and doing 
business, I understand that to build systems like PayPal, Amazon, Alibaba or Aliexpress is not very 
difficult, I'm total can build similar systems but my systems even can support for both 
cryptocurrency and Fiat currency! Those companies only difference with me is they have a great 
opportunity to receive support from big funding companies and even government because all of 
them are established at the beginning of the era of the internet (For example: Alibaba has 
established from the beginning of the era of the internet in China, so they have opportunity to 
receive great support from big funding companies like SoftBank, etc... and the Chinese 
Government about resources, relationships, policies, etc...). The beginning of the era of the stock 
market is also similar to the beginning of the era of the internet, also generated many big names 
and many big companies. Current is the beginning of the era of the blockchain technology and 
cryptocurrency, I believe that we have the same opportunity with PayPal, Amazon, Alibaba or 
Aliexpress... Why not take this opportunity? My team only think and do, with all of our efforts and 
sincerity, I believe we can convince and get support from many investors to realize our dream!  

I still have a lot of ideas to do with ClickGem project, however, my budget is limited and I can’t do 
everything alone!
So, I always looking for more people who can join a hand with me, together to make this project succeed!

Would you like to join one hand with me? 

I hope ClickGem project can meet your interest and opens the way for an interesting and 
profitable collaboration!

Thanks for spending your time to read my proposal and I hope you will spend more time to review 
ClickGem project!

Looking forward to hearing from you soon!

Best regards,

---

Nguyen Nam Hai – CEO
ceo@clickgem.com

ClickGem Project - https://www.clickgem.com
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Our project has also attended to the 2nd Global Fintech & Blockchain China Expo 2018 at 
Shanghai (China) on April 2018 and attended to the World BlockChain CryptoCurrency Summit 
Moscow 2018 (WBCSUMMIT MOSCOW 2018) in Russia on May 2018.Our business ideas are also 
highly appreciated by every people in both events!
You can see our presence in both events at here:
https://www.clickgem.com/updates-apr-12-2018-clickgem-team-in-shanghai-china.html
https://www.clickgem.com/updates-may-20-2018-meet-us-at-world-blockchain-cryptocurrency
-summit-moscow-2018-day-2.html
https://www.clickgem.com/updates-may-19-2018-meet-us-at-world-blockchain-cryptocurrency
-summit-moscow-2018-day-1.html

Third, I want to tell you about my personal story and the reason of idea to start the ClickGem 
project: I'm a businessman and I have a small factory in Vietnam for producing hair extensions & 
wigs products (Company introduction: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fMHk0UyA05s). I have 
been running this business for about 10 years. Most of the products produced in my factory are 
exporting to many different countries (USA, Russia, Brazil, Mexico, Germany, Portugal, UK, Hong 
Kong, Korea etc...). Within 10 years doing international business, one of biggest troubles for my 
business is receive payments from international clients because most of my clients don't want to 
pay directly to my company bank account because of the barrier of customs and import 
procedures, etc... To maintain business with those clients, I have to suggest them to:
- Pay to my personal bank account >> It usually makes trouble to me for tax declaration.
- Pay through personal money transfer companies like Western Union, MoneyGram, Unistream, 
etc... >> Can only receive small amounts, high fees. I still have trouble with tax declaration.
- Pay through PayPal >> Many limitations and very high fee (PayPal transaction fee is 4.4% but the 
total amount I lose usually up to 12% because PayPal only allows merchants to withdraw money 
from the account by local currency and they always apply exchange rates which are very 
disadvantage for the merchant). I still have trouble with tax declaration
- Pay by cash through brokers, pilots or flight attendants >> No trouble with tax declaration but 
can't transfer big amounts. High fee, and high risk!
Because of limitation and barriers to receiving payment, I can't easy to expand my business.
I know that not only I have this trouble, a lot of business people are having the same trouble!
I never stop finding the better solution to solve problems with receive payment!

Until when I know about cryptocurrency which created using blockchain technology and strong 
communities are supporting the cryptocurrency, I strongly believe it can replace our current 
currencies in a future near. Cryptocurrency has a lot of advantages which compared to our current 
currencies. However, now is just the beginning of the era of cryptocurrency, we still have not many 
applications with enough features to support cryptocurrency to become our main currency. 

I start thinking about ClickGem Project which can have all features combined from PayPal, CoinBase, 
Forex websites, cryptocurrency exchange websites, Amazon, Alibaba, Aliexpress, etc... which can support 
strongly for cryptocurrency and become a perfect system for payment and exchange currencies.

Currently, my team has not many people, but we can achieve many goals within a short time (about 
5 months), although before that we haven't any preparation and even don't know many about 
blockchain technology. That can show our ability is not small and that ability will continue to 
multiply many times when we have more budget to recruit more talented people! I know that still 
have many difficulties in future and still need more time make ClickGem system become a perfect 
system, but I strongly believe that every difficulty will have the solution to solve (like the way I have 
been done with my current business from the zero) and I believe can make these ideas become real!
 



In order to promote ClickGem to become a popular cryptocurrency, the ClickGem Project will 
create an ecosystem of applications which will be using the ClickGem payment gateway
 
•  Business Apps: B2B, B2C, Accept payment online 
•  Banking Apps: Money transfer, saving program
•  Entertainment Apps: Lotto, Sports betting, Web games and Mobile games
•  Utility/Service Apps: Transport booking, Hotel booking, etc…
•  Mobile App: With your smartphone, you just need to download the ClickGem mobile 
apps, and then you can start transferring money and making any payment with your 
clients, your partners, your suppliers... By using the ClickGem apps, there’s no need to fill 
out tons of annoying forms which is oppressively complex and time-consuming and 
may result in delays in getting business done.
•  Debit Card: Using the Debit Card of ClickGem is the simplest and most convenient way 
to make your payments, and otherwise conduct any money transaction. We, with our 
partners, will provide you with a Debit Card that you can use anywhere, at any time, all 
over the world. You can also use it to withdraw or transfer money via an ATM machine.

CLICKGEM ECOSYSTEM

Pa g e 8
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WHAT IS CLICKGEM 
PROJECT? 
ITS CORE APPLICATION 
& ECOSYSTEM?

payment transaction and currency exchange at 
the same time. This system can also support to 
pay and receive payment with most currencies 
around the world including traditional currencies 
(such as USD, EUR, etc…) and cryptocurrency 
(such as BTC, ETH, CGM, etc…): Sellers can select 
any currency they wish to receive while buyers 
can pay with the currency of their choosing; this 
can be processed very simply with an automated 
mix-exchange system that is integrated with the 
ClickGem payment gateway. Using ClickGem 
cryptocurrency (CGM) for payment will incur 
fewer fees than other currencies!

To understand more fully about how ClickGem 
system work, please watch our slideshow 
presentation at here: 
https://www.clickgem.com/presentation.html

ClickGem Project is part of global payment revolution!

ClickGem Project create a new cryptocurrency 
called ClickGem (CGM) using blockchain 
technology, create a core application and an 
ecosystem of applications which can meet all 
types of payment in the present life.

ClickGem core application is a combination of:

• A multi-currencies digital wallet system which 
can contain almost currencies around the world 
include both traditional currencies such as USD, 
EUR, etc... and cryptocurrencies such as BTC, 
ETH, CGM, etc...
• A mix-exchange platform is the combination of 
Forex and cryptocurrency exchange: can support 
to exchange cryptocurrency - cryptocurrency, 
traditional currency - traditional currency and 
cryptocurrency - traditional currency.
• A payment gateway closely integrated to the 
multi-currencies digital wallet and mix-exchange
platform in above, this system can process both 
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ClickGem cryptocurrency (CGM) is a new type 
of digital money created using blockchain 
technology. Blockchain is a major breakthrough 
in decentralizing financial transactions and is 
revolutionizing the global payment system.

ClickGem Project is investing in technology that 
is making blockchain payments more accessible 
to more people and solves many of the 
problems in the crypto market today. An 
Investment in ClickGem is an investment in 
furthering blockchain technology by 
supporting a peer-to-peer network that has 
easy to use applications and lower fees. We 
believe this ease of use will result in more users 
adopting our technology and will result in 
ClickGem becoming more valuable over time.

The ClickGem cryptocurrency system is a 
peer-to-peer network. There is no server for this 
network and this network type does not rank the 
priority of connected computers. Every computer 
(which is called a "peer") has equal rights to work on 
the network and operates as both a server & a client. 

The transfer of ClickGem is convenient and easy. 
The money transfer can occur anywhere in the  

You can keep or transfer ClickGem between different 
wallet platforms. The two main versions of the ClickGem 
wallet are the hosted web wallet and the downloadable 
wallets (available for Windows/Linux/Mac/Android/iOS 
devices). When ClickGem is stored in the downloaded 
wallets, it is 100% owned and managed by you. Even 
the ClickGem administrators can not access it!

The number of ClickGem cryptocurrency are limited to 
only 30 million coins that can be mined only by mining 
computers. Even the ClickGem administrators can not 
create more. Because of this, ClickGem's value will 
increase progressively as more and more people use it.

world, within a matter of minutes, and the only 
requirement to send or receive ClickGem is an 
internet connection. Moreover, ClickGem’s 
transfer fee is much less than the transfer fee 
of banks and many other money transfer 
services like Western Union, MoneyGram, etc...

No bank teller or middleman are required for 
processing ClickGem transactions. These 
transactions are processed automatically 
based on confirmations from "peer" computers 
in the network.

The transactions of ClickGem are safe and 
anonymous. Wallet addresses (same as a bank 
account number) and all transactions are only 
created, checked, and stored  inside the 
blockchain. Blockchain database is encrypted 
with the most advanced technology, 
backed-up and synced automatically into 
every "peer" computer in the network. New 
wallet addresses are created every few hours 
and old wallet addresses are hidden 
automatically; only the wallet holder and 
person sending ClickGem to the wallet address 
will know what transactions have taken place.  

ClickGem Specification
• Algorithm: Scrypt (POW) instead of 
SHA-256
• Symbol: CGM
• Maximum supply: 30,000,000 CGM
• Private sales: 7,000,000 CGM
• ICO & Marketing: 6,000,000 CGM
• Coin base maturity: 70 blocks
• Total POW: 3,000,000 CGM
• POW block reward: 50 CGM
• Block time: 2 minutes
• Di�cult target: 720 blocks
• Block reward halves every 150,000 blocks

ClickGem Wallet
Here are some types of wallets that we 
offer our users:
• Desktop wallet: Window, Linux, Mac 
(full-node, downloadable)
• Web wallet: www.clickgem.com (hosted)
• Mobile wallet: Android App, iOS App 
(downloadable)
Wallet apps are designed with the 
highest level of security and it is really 
a user-friendly apps that you can trust 
in and be completely satisfied with…
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WHAT IS CLICKGEM 
CRYPTOCURRENCY (CGM)? 
WHAT IS CLICKGEM TOKEN (CGMT)?

ClickGem Token (CGMT) is an ERC-20 token version of ClickGem cryptocurrency (CGM), base on 
Ethereum platform. People can swap from CGM to CGMT or swap from CGMT to CGM at any time! 
Fixed swap rate (permanently): 1 CGM = 10,000 CGMT (Ten thousand CGMT). CGMT can be 
withdrawn to any kind of Ethereum wallet which supports for storing ERC-20 tokens.

Token information: https://etherscan.io/token/0xf024628c7bf1ffec7ca184026cd0764ac11ba22f
Contract address: 0xf024628c7bf1ffec7ca184026cd0764ac11ba22f
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DISADVANTAGES OF TRADITIONAL
MONEY TRANSACTION METHODS

THE BREAKTHROUGHS OF CLICKGEM

High fee: The users of traditional 
methods are being charged high fees 
when they make transactions across 
borders, and what’s more, huge amount 
on maintenance and warranty costs for 
software and hardware devices.

Time-consuming: It is time consuming, 
therefore inconvenient, when transferring 
money between different banks and 
different nations.

Administrative barriers: Administrative 
barriers are really troublesome on a lot of levels.

No privacy: Your ID/Passport is required 
to create an account. All your private 
information and transactions can be 
accessed by bank administrators or 
government authorities.

Outdated security: The database of 
most banks in the world is located in 
their local servers, in a fixed locality. It 
is always at risk of attack by hackers.

.

Low Fee: In comparison with the costs 
that traditional methods may charge 
you, ClickGem charges you only a 
trivial fee. In addition overseas 
transactions will cost you the same fee 
as domestic transactions.

Fast: One thing making ClickGem a 
unique and distinct digital cash is its 
speed. Transaction confirmation occurs 
within minutes, anywhere internet access 
is available!

Simple: ClickGem apps, such as Debit 
Card, and other mobile apps provide 
you with the simplest handling apps 
designed made to meet your money 
transaction needs. No matter who you 
are, be it a business man, average 
consumer, or an individual looking to 
send your money to your acquaintance, 
ClickGem is your best choice.

Privacy Guarantee: All of your private 
information, including money sender, 
money receiver, amount of money, 
etc... have no chance of being leaked 
with our cutting edge blockchain technology. 
No one can access these information, even 
the ClickGem administrators.

Hight Level Security: The blockchain 
system affords you the ability to 
protect your account from all attacks. 
Your transaction cannot be interfered 
with by hackers, or even the ClickGem 
administrators, under any circumstances.

C L I C KG E M  P R O J E C T  -  W H I T E PA P E R
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DISADVANTAGES OF 
TRADITIONAL MONEY 
TRANSACTION METHODS 
& 
THE BREAKTHROUGHS 
OF CLICKGEM

ClickGem is an advanced solution which allows users access to a simpler, safer and faster transaction 
method. People from all walks of life can take advantage of ClickGem for their own benefit.

ClickGem provides users with the  fastest global money transaction yet, absolutely safe and with 
lowest possible fees. You can use ClickGem to transfer money, purchase and sell goods and 
services worldwide, with the lowest fee and within a matter of minutes.

No more red tape and no more annoying bank procedures. ClickGem allows you access to the most 
user-friendly application, especially payment transaction via apps for smartphones.
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• Entrepreneur: Offers you access to the most 
convenient method payment when it comes to 
making payments regarding business 
expenses, including wages, paying suppliers, 
purchasing goods and services...all over the 
world, within minutes, with an extremely low 
fee, and free you from all complicated banking 
procedures and red tape. 99.99% of 
entrepreneurs can use ClickGem, and all 
related apps, to reach even more customers 
across the world. A great challenge that any 
business has to face is the ability to expand 
your business globally. ClickGem, to some 
extent, can help leverage your business 
growth by provide you and your customers 
with the most time saving and cost saving 
money transaction method. In some 
developing countries, where the banking and 
financial system, cannot meet their clients’ 
demand and even trigger numerous problems 
for their customers, ClickGem is an ideal 
solution. Being a smart business-owner, do not 
let any trivial thing be a barrier to your success.

• Online businesses and retails stores: You 
can boost your sales and speed up your 
business growth thanks to ClickGem and our 
related apps on smartphones. You, and your 
customers, couldn’t ask for more. From this 
moment, the most advanced yet simple 
method is in the palm of your hand. By 
integrating ClickGem and the apps, on your   

online business and retailing stores, you can 
absolutely improve your chances of doing 
international business, multinational business 
right now.

• Powerful APIs for payouts automation: If 
you’re looking to automate your payouts, the 
ClickGem APIs is just what you need. Our 
system will provide you with APIs that you can 
integrate to your website or software to 
connect with your customers, your suppliers 
and even your employees.This would make it 
convenient for you to create invoices or make 
any payment with those people, automatically.

• Checkout for merchants: ClickGem enables you 
to start receiving payments on your own website.

• No more cash: There is no more limit to carrying 
foreign exchange to anywhere you go with 
ClickGem. No more worrying about exchange 
rate fees that you may be charged, or other 
expenses related to money exchange. Therefore, 
save your time, money, and feel more secure.

• Other daily money transaction: With ClickGem,  
within minutes you can access your money 
transferred from anyone, anywhere, on this 
planet. Faster, simpler, safer yet cheaper.

06
CLICKGEM PROJECT’S 
ROADMAP
• Feb-2018: 
- Register legal entity
- Launch web wallets for 
traditional currency (USD, EUR) 
and cryptocurrency (CGM, LTC, 
BTC)
- Launch internal money 
transfer system
- Start affiliate & commissions 
program
- ICO on ClickGem official website

• Mar-2018:
- Launch web wallets for BCH, ETH
- Launch Linux software (CGM 
wallet & solo mining)
- Launch mixed trading platform 
for Forex & Cryptocurrency (USD - 
EUR- CGM - BTC - LTC - BCH - 
ETH)
- Trade on LocalBitcoincash.org

• Apr-2018:
- Launch payment gateway for 
multiple currencies 
(traditional & crypto) with 
invoicing system
- Attend Global Fintech & 
Blockchain Summit 2018 in 
Shanghai, China

• May-2018:
- Attend World Blockchain 
Cryptocurrency Summit 
Moscow 2018 in Russia
- Launch Block Explorer for 
CGM

• Jun-2018:
- Attend ICORace in 
Lugano, Switzerland
- Launch ClickGem Token 
(CGMT), its wallet and swap 
module

• Jul-2018
- Attend CryptoEconomy in 
London, United Kingdom
- Launch API & e-commerce plugin 
for ClickGem payment gateway
- Private sales on a public 
exchange*

• Aug-2018:
- Attend investors meetup 
events for inviting investment
- Launch Windows/Mac 
software (CGM wallet & solo 
mining)
- Launch official mining pool

• Sep-2018: 
- ICO on a public exchange*
- Cooperate with other pool 
operators to maximize 
transaction processing 
ability for CGM
- Launch Android App (CGM 
wallet & other features)

• Nov-2018:
- Launch iOS App (CGM wallet & 
other features)
- Launch CGM Lotto application**
- Sponsor to international events 
relating to Blockchain technology
- Tradable on other public 
exchanges

• Dec-2018: 
- Launch CGM Sports Betting 
application**
- Invest in start-ups that 
research & develop solutions 
for Blockchain technology
- List on CoinMarketCap

• Oct-2018: 
- Tradable on a public 
exchange
- Launch CGM Web Game 
application (Poker & other 
card games)**
- Upgrade internal trading 
floor & payment gateway with 
more traditional currencies 
and cryptocurrencies
- Launch API for internal 
trading floor (for integration 
with other exchanges)

 

05
THE CONVENIENCE AND 
USEFULNESS OF
CLICKGEM’S PAYMENT 
SOLUTION 
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- Bad time for ICO: The downward trend of the major cryptocurrencies at all markets; The failure of 
BitConnect and many other lending projects; The confidence of investors in ICO projects dropped 
due to the appearance of many scam/ponzi projects, etc...)
- We don't have much experience, good consultation, and good preparation to start an ICO project. 
However, until this time, we really learned a lot from those lessons.

To not disappoint investors and have more resources for project development, we decided to 

private sales & ICO again on a public exchange on this July.

TOKEN DISTRIBUTION

USE OF FUNDS

Project Development 50%

Community Building 30%

Administrative & Law 10%

Reserve Funds 10%

ICO*; 51,852,543,868 CGMT: 17,28%

Private Sales, 70,200,000,000 CGMT: 23,40%

Sales Cost; 12,035,000,000 CGMT: 4,01%

Team & Advisors; 50,000,000,000 CGMT: 16,67%

Marketing & bounty; 15,000,000,000 CGMT: 5,00%

CGM Miners, 100,912,456,132 CGMT: 33,64%

The ICO is a way to raise funds for ClickGem Project. The funds raised during this period will be 
used for building and developing our core Team, the Ecosystem for our apps, and running 
marketing campaigns, such that ClickGem’s brand awareness and reputation can be 
successfully built.

For investors, this is a great opportunity to get the privilege of being business co- founders. Our 
management team has commited to follow the roadmap to increase the value of ClickGem and 
promote it to be the leading cryptocurrency in the global market. The sooner investors buy 
ClickGem, the higher the earning potentials they will gain, both in the short term and long term. In 
the short term, the price would increase rapidly right after the ICO. You could earn money through 
Trading or Mining programs.

There are several ways to earn profit with ClickGem. Buying ICO coins at the best price enables 
you to optimize your investment. Therefore, you should not miss any of the latest information 
about the ICO calendar, so that you can be among the first individuals who could buy the coin at 
the best possible price. 

Our new capital mobilization plan:
ClickGem project has organized an ICO on official website during Feb 11th 2018 until March 12th 
2018, it was not succeeded as the plan because of some objective reasons:
- ICO's launched time is too early (our website has just opened from January 2018 and we haven't 
enough time to run marketing programs, expand community and publish detail information within 
a month). Also, at that time, we only have whitepaper and our products (applications) are not 
completed yet.

• Jan-2019:
- Launch B2B & B2C 
applications
- Optimize system processing 
& security

• Feb-2019: 
- Upgrade all applications & 
launching mobile versions.
- Establish an ecosystem of 
applications which support 
the ClickGem payment 
gateway

• Mar-2019:
- Launch ClickGem debit 
card for withdraw & pay with 
ClickGem wallets
- Become a global company 
in the field of finance

(*) We private sales & ICO again on a public exchange because our last ICO on official website at 
this February & March was not succeeded as the plan.
(**) The plan of these applications may be delayed or changed, depends on the capital which we 
can raised.
(***) Our roadmap sometime maybe changed because of objective reasons (budget, human 
resource or the real situation of market, etc...). To update our latest roadmap, please visit 
https://www.clickgem.com/roadmap.html

INITIAL COIN 
OFFERING (ICO)
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According to the requirement from the public exchange which we will use their platform for our 
ICO (then listing after that), we will ICO, private sales and listing CGMT instead of CGM. However, 
CGM and CGMT are one and every people can swap from CGM to CGMT (or swap from CGMT to 
CGM) with our swapping module at any time with a fixed/permanent swap rate (1 CGM = 10000 
CGMT).
Total tokens supply: 300,000,000,000 CGMT
Total tokens for private sales & ICO: 120,350,000,000 CGMT
Token price: 0.0004 USD per CGMT (1 USD = 2500 CGMT)
Amount to raise: 1,000,000 USD (Soft Cap) to 33,200,000 USD (Hard Cap)

CGMT will be tradable (listing) immediately after the token sale (October 16, 2017)
Token Sale Term: https://www.clickgem.com/uploads/news/clickgem-token-sale-terms.pdf

Launch Date

Private Sales

ICO phase 1

ICO phase 2
ICO phase 3

Bonus Bonus Tokens Total Tokens SalesTokens

20/07/2018

01/09/2018

16/09/2018

01/10/2018

36,000,000,000

15,000,000,000

16,000,000,000

16,000,000,000

95%

5%

10%

5%

34,200,000,000

750,000,000

1,600,000,000

800,000,000

70,200,000,000

15,750,000,000

17,600,000,000

16,800,000,000

(*) ICO quantity in this chart is included 170,254.3868 CGM (equal to 1,702,543,868 CGMT)
which had been sold in February & March (2018)
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A/ Project development: 50% of the total 
raised budget
We need to create a lot of applications which 
can combine each other to become the 
ecosystem of ClickGem Project as mentioned 
in our roadmap in a short time to avoid other 
companies copy our ideas, complete it before 
us and avoid competition issues. Also, by this 
way, we can collect more fees from users who 
use our services... Funding sources will be 
used for:
1. Human resources: we need to recruit more 
and more professional programmers. We can 
do this through headhunting companies. We 
also need other positions for customer 
supporters, hardware administrators, server 
administrators, graphic designers, creative 
department (R&D), marketing managers, 
advertising managers, etc... We also need to 
train them.
2. Security improves: We know that security is 
the most important issue of an IT system! 
Currently, our technician is using multiple 
security layers and trying to hide of IP of our 
main server from the eye of hackers. All 
requests from users will be encrypted by MD5 
and SHA256 and sent to our server through 
different proxy servers. Also, our core wallets 
for each cryptocurrency also maintain in 
multiple different servers which disabled all 
public ports and enabled the firewall on both 
server and router. Our main server for the 
website also has firewalls enabled. Of course, 
although blockchain technology has itself 
security and our team do all ways for security, 
this still may not enough, we will cooperate 
with other big IT security companies who are 
really professional in this field when we got 
more investments. We got many contacts of IT 
security companies from blockchain events 
which we have attended!
3. Hardware: we need to have more servers or 
even need to build a datacenter which can 
support for big systems and huge amounts of 
users. We also need more mining machines to 
support cryptocurrency transactions in our 
system faster and get back fees for miners...
4. Technology researching, buying, cooperating: 
Research new technologies is very 
important. In case what things we can't 
research and create, we will go to buy. And we 
will need to cooperate with other IT 
companies/organizations to have the latest 
technology or improve our current technology.

5. Listing our cryptocurrency to other public 
exchanges and CoinMarketCap: we need money to 
list our cryptocurrency to all biggest exchanges 
then CoinMarketCap. We also need money to boost 
trading activities of our cryptocurrency on those 
exchanges... Our cryptocurrency is like the public 
stock, it will help us to raise more fund for our 
project, it is also like our goods which will create 
more profits for us!

B/ Building community of users: 30% of the 
total raised budget
A great system is not enough, we need to make 
our system become popular, we need a huge 
community of users!
1. Advertising, Marketing & PR: We need to have 
a big budget for this. We will need to rent 
professional agencies to help us! We also need 
to have ourselves department to manage it.
2. Join exhibitor, sponsoring, or even organize 
ourselves blockchain events: This will improve 
the picture of our project, make our project 
become famous and popular!
3. Business development: Open representative 
offices in multiple different countries to make 
partnership with local partners (e-commerce, 
commerce, bank, etc..) to provide our services 
and support local users: This will increase our 
scale to become a global company!
4. Building the relationship and cooperate with 
other blockchain projects: this will help us 
expand community easily because other 
blockchain projects also have themselves 
communities!

C/ Administrative & Law: 10% of the total 
raised budget
We need to have a legal department that is a 
team of professional lawyers who can help us 
break through legal barriers, avoid litigations, 
unnecessary disputes and protect Our 
intellectual property.

D/ Reserve funds: 10% of the total raised budget
We need a reserve fund to handle and solve 
unexpected and serious situations which can 
affect our project!

On our mixed trading platform designed for 
Forex & Cryptocurrency exchange, people will 
be able to exchange between cryptocurrencies, 
traditional currencies, or even cryptocurrencies 
with traditional currencies. 

Other features:
• Low fees: 0.1% exchange fee, 0% withdrawal fee
• Auto trade with exchange orders which have 
similar or lower exchange rates
• Closely integrated to our payment gateway: 
push exchange orders success faster
• APIs: other external trading floors can use our 
APIs to display exchange orders on their 
trading floors to our internal trading floor 
(more options for traders).

Our internal trading floor is always available to 
meet your trading needs. You can trade CGM 
on our trading floor or other trading floors, 
especially with our partners.

 

As with other currencies, price fluctuation 
allows you to earn profit when trading; buying 
at a low price and selling at higher price.

Where to trade ClickGem (CGM & CGMT):
• ClickGem internal exchange
• External exchanges: Please keep tracking 
our updates at here: 
https://www.clickgem.com/trading.html

08
TRADING FLOORS 
(EXCHANGES)
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Mining ClickGem brings you benefits, by 
investing your hardware (CPU/GPU) and using 
our Proof-Of-Work (POW) system to mine 
ClickGem. With each block mined you will get 
50 CGMs, you can choose between solo 
mining or pool mining, for more pool mining 
information, please keep checking for 
updates on our website: www.clickgem.com

09
MINING PROGRAM
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By referring new members to buy into our ICO, join our saving program, exchange currencies on 
our trading floor, use our payment services, etc... you will get commissions based on the value that 
your referred members paid to our system. You can make money when your referral does any of 
the following:

- Buy ICO: commissions from payment amount
- Join saving program: commissions from interest that referred members earn
- Exchanges or using payment services: commissions from transaction fees.

Therefore, the more members you refer, the 
more money you could earn.

Joining our advanced affiliate program, you 
are guaranteed to have full benefits, just like 
our sales representatives. This program was 
created to give you the best chance to earn the 
most money possible, starting with 5% 
commissions (for the first affiliate rank) and up 
to 10% commissions. By expanding your team 
and upgrading your affiliate rank, this is a 
terrific opportunity to earn a lifetime passive 
income while helping others to do the same.

The Affiliate program is a great way to expand the 
ClickGem community. Affiliate commissions are 
our rewards to contributors who help develop the 
ClickGem community. With all of the technology 
out there along with our  Affiliate program, it is fully 
automated and their could not be a simpler way to 
earn money with the ClickGem affiliate program.

10
AFFILIATE PROGRAM 
& COMMISSIONS
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ClickGem provides you with a number of tools for which you could make use of to build your own 
affiliate team:

• A link to register new members
• Provides you with a number of banners with professional design so that you could access your 
potential users and investors via your blog or website 
• Provides you with a landing page enables you to keep in touch with members who are still 
hesitatant to join the ClickGem community. For those who still have lingering questions about 
ClickGem , the automatic email marketing system will help you establish a closer relationship with 
your potential members.

AFFILIATE RANKS AND COMMISSIONS

RANKS

COMMISSIONS

Amber

5.00%

Quartz

6.00%

Emerald

7.00%

Sapphire

8.00%

Ruby

9.00%

Diamond

10.00%

C L I C KG E M  P R O J E C T  -  W H I T E PA P E R

• Many individuals who invested in Bitcoin several years ago have now become millionaires and 
many can achieve financial freedom.
• Alter your way of thinking by investing in ClickGem to change your financial status.

C L I C KG E M  P R O J E C T  -  W E  A R E  PA R T  O F  T H E  G LO B A L  PAY M E N T  R E VO LU T I O N

Different with multi-levels affiliate programs (MLM), our affiliate program focuses on paying 
maximum commission to you instead of splitting it up to pay too many people. We truly believe 
that this program has the potential to change lives for the better with a minimal risk. You really have 
nothing to lose with our Affiliate program. Your new life as a successful cryptocurrency investor 
can start today via the ClickGem Affiliate program.

11
WHO COULD BE 
VALUABLE USERS & 
INVESTORS OF 
CLICKGEM?
All types of business, including traditional business, e-commerce business and all individuals who 
need to transfer money to their clients, suppliers, or to their friends and families. In addition, 
investors will use ClickGem as a means to diversify their investment portfolio. Those investors 
invest in ClickGem as they believe that with the expansion of the ClickGem community and the 
development of ClickGem’s outstanding apps, ClickGem’s price will increase over time. Investing 
in ClickGem today, is your investment for the future. The advanced payment applied blockchain 
technology will gradually replace the traditional payment models of today so there is no reason to 
wait to invest and become part of the revolution that is happening worldwide. 

News: https://www.clickgem.com/news.html
Events: https://www.clickgem.com/events.html
FAQ: https://www.clickgem.com/faq.html
Roadmap: https://www.clickgem.com/roadmap.html
Bitcointalk: https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=2752209.0
Telegram Channel: https://t.me/clickgem
Telegram Community: https://t.me/joinchat/GTAsqhE1LbzrNKrzAhtNSQ

This summary is a brief description of what we intend to do in the short term. In the long term, we will continue 
to update our strategies and initiatives as well as stand ready to listen to innovations and to continually 
improve, in order to  respond to the higher demands of changing markets.

We believe that ClickGem will be the next generation of advanced solution for global payments. Being 
successful with CGM, from the very beginning (ICO time), requires very little capital and allows you to 
experiment a lot. We encourage to believe in CGM, as we do, and start your investment today. We pledge to 
our investors that we will do our best to create an environment where everyone wins.  

Thank you for your interest in the ClickGem Project !
Please join & see more updates on our website http://www.clickgem.com
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